Abstract-In this paper we introduce a new adaptive array beamformer able to work well even when the desired signal and the interference are coherent. The present adaptive beamformers fail to operate in these cases. The results of simulations support the theoretical predictions.
tern when the desired signal (at 90") and two jammers (at 50" and 130") are all sinusoids of the same frequency and same phase; as expected, there are no sharp nulls in the interference directions. The effects of coherence are even more evident in considering the actual response of the antenna system. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows the input and output waveforms of the conventional Frost beamformer: the output is really just noise and the beamformer totally fails to operate as a receiver unit. Similar results are obtained in many other problems as well, e.g., with narrow-band Howells-Applebaum arrays or even with broad-band signal and coherent narrow-band interference (see Section V). The reasons for this poor performance will be explained in detail in Section 111. In this paper, we present a new algorithm that gives the quite striking results shown in Figs. l(b) and 2(c).
The earliest prior work on this problem is that of Gabriel [13] and Widrow [14] , who discussed some "spatial dither" techniques for destroying coherence by moving the antenna elements in some way. However, the techniques are not very specific and do not provide a clear general procedure. Gabriel [13] also mentions that for the so-called "single snapshot" case, "a solution is sometimes possible via synthetic motion of a smaller sampling subaperture along the single snapshot data sample, " a method that he notes "is very similar to the action which occurs in the techniques of Burg. . . . " He pursues the analysis somewhat further in a later paper [lS] and also recommends the papers of Evans f16], Evans et al. [17] , and White [18] for additional details and pertinent examples. However, Gabriel E131 notes that the results assume certain special circumstances and can be quite sensitive to certain details. He concludes by saying that "additional research is needed. " We think it is fair to say that the same sentiment applies to several other special methods that have been suggested to overcome the effects of coherence in special problems (see the papers of White [ 191, Kesler [20] , and Haykin et
In [17] cited above, with more details in a recent report of Evans et al. [22] , it is shown that the "subaperture sampling" or "spatial smoothing" idea, as they call it, can be applied to the off-line eigenstructure based method (of Bienvenu and of Schmidt) for direction finding. This is an important contribution, the main idea of which we indeaz. [21] .
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-5.00 pendently rediscovered later (see [23] and [24] ). However, application of the spatial smoothing scheme to the beamforming problem was not obvious. The main contribution of this paper is the development of an on-line adaptive spatial smoothing algorithm for problems of adaptive beamforming.
THE OPTIMUM WEIGHT VECTOR FOR LINEAR BEAMFORMING ARRAYS
Consider a collinear array with M equally spaced elements, and K plane waves incident on it at distinct angles {ej, i = 0, -* -, K -1 } ; assume that the incident waves arise from K independent sources.
The desired signal is assumed to be at angle Bo and to be (a narrow-band waveform) of the form s(t) = poe'(wot+hO). Complex (analytic signal) notation will be used throughout, and a superscript * will be used to denote the 
We shall define the column vector 
We shall define a matrix A of steering vectors:
Then, assuming additive white Gaussian measurement noise at each element, the received signals at the array can be written
where A is an M X K matrix and ; i is M X ( K -1). We assume that s( -) and j ( -) are uncorrelated with each other and with the measurement noise u( e ) .
The received signals will be combined to form the array output
where w is a weight vector to be determined according to some criterion. There are several criteria that have been used, all leading to the result (see, e.g., Monzingo and Miller [ll] ) that the optimum weight vector is of the form
where R,, = Ex(t)x*(t) is assumed to be independent of t , and CY is a scalar proportionality constant whose exact value depends on the particular criterion being used. In the important special case where we impose the constraint that the gain in the look direction is unity, i.e., w*a ( T~) = 1, (as in the Frost beamformer), the constant CY-'
is ~* ( T~) R~'~( T~) .
BEAM PATTERNS FOR NONCOHERENT AND COHERENT INCIDENT SIGNALS
The beam pattern of the array is actually a directional gain diagram of the array, which is obtained by plotting llw:pta(T)l12,
o 15 e I ?r.
Noncoherent Signals
We shall show that the adapted beam pattern will have nulls in the interfering directions. For this, note that under the assumptions of statistical independence and of noncoherence, the covariance of the received signals x( a ) can be written
where we have assumed, for simplicity, that the noise intensity is the same at each sensor. We also assume that 13 has full rank, viz. that the direction vectors { u ( T~) } are linearly independent (which will be true if the ( T J are distinct).
By using a well-known matrix identity, we can write
where @ is a scalar constant. Now we introduce the modal representation
where {hi) and (ei> are the nonzero eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the A4 X A4 matrix ARjjA*.
This matrix will have rank K -1 because A has full rank and Rjj has rank K -1, being the covariance matrix of K -1 noncoherent signals. We shall study the beam pattern in the case where the background measurement noise intensity is small compared to the signals j ( t ) , so that in particular 1.
Then we can write
where = denotes approximate equality. Now by construction, the direction vectors {a(.r2), -* , a (~~) } of the interfering signals, which are the columns of the matrix a, lie in the span of the first K -1 eigenvectors { e , , * -, eK-and are therefore orthogonal to the remaining ei-
Therefore, we shall have
so that the beam pattern will have "deep nulls" in the interference directions. In the look direction, on the other hand, by choosing the constant-a appropriately, it will be ensured that we have wzPt a(.ro) = 1. These are the well-known results for the linear array, which can be approximately achieved by a variety of adaptive algorithms [ 
111.
However, the situation deteriorates badly in the coherent case. 
In this case, the covariance matrix, AE[ss*]A*, will have rank 1, so that it will have only one nonzero eigenvalue XI, and the covariance matrix Rxx will have M -1 eigenvalues equal to a'. Of course, the converse is also true: if space (the range of the column vector in A ) will collapse to a one-dimensional subspace.
In this situation, the weight vector will reduce to
= a C -(e?a(T0))e,.
i = 2 2
All we can say now is that the linear combination lies along e, and is orthogonal to l e 2 , . . , e M ) . Therefore there will be no desired signal output from the conventional array when the desired signal is coherent with (one of) the interfering signals: y ( -) will just be a weighted combination of elements of the noise vector u( e).
We can also give a more intuitive explanation of the signal cancellation phenomenon. The optimal weight vector is obtained by minimizing the array output power, subject to the unit gain constraint for linear constraint type algorithm (e.g. , the Frost array), or to some other assumptions that will ensure the passage of the desired signal for other type arrays (e.g., Howells-Applebaurn arrays, power inverse arrays, etc.). Thus, if an interfering signal, say from O j , is coherent with the desired signal, the minimum will be achieved if and only if the array gain in the direction Bi is such that the interfering signal exactly cancells the desired signal. Of course, due to the constraint, we shall have ~$~~a ( . r~) = 1, but this is obviously of small comfort if, as shown by the above analysis, the output is just noise.
Note also that because of the Vandermonde structure of { u ( T~) ) , the orthogonality of b and wept will imply nonorthogonality of wept and any of the ( a (~, , * * e , a(K-'}.
Therefore, there cannot be (deep) nulls in the directions of the interfering signals, as illustrated in the simulations of Section V.
A Way Out
The above analysis should make clear what is necessary to rescue the situation-we must somehow restore the rank of the matrix R, -0'1 to being K. A simple scheme for doing this with an adaptive algorithm is described in the next section. The scheme is based on combining measurements from overlapping subarrays. Given a "snapshot" of the M sensor outputs at any time instant,
* ~M(t)lT, define p subsets (recall that K is the number of sources)
Next define a spatially smoothed correlation matrix
We shall prove in the Appendix (Theorem I) that i? will have the form
where -S will have rank K if and only if p 1 K.
Once 3 has rank K , the signal space (i.e., the range of will not collapse. Then the noise eigenvectors will be orthogonal to the columns of A and by the analysis of Section 111, will give nulls in the interference directions.
The definition of z(k) shows that K + p = M and this combines with the constraint o n p to require that M = K + p l 2 K . Therefore, for this scheme to work, we must have at least twice as many sensors as signal sources.
Coherent Subgroups
If there are some coherent source inputs and some noncoherent inputs, we should divide the sources into G noncoherent subgroups within each of which the inputs are completely coherent. Then we form a matrix
To destroy the coherency in all of the groups, the total number of subgroups must be at least equal to the size of the largest subgroup (see Appendix).
Adaptive Processing
With these results in hand, we can now explain how to do adaptive processing of the sensor outputs in the situation where we only have data samples and will have to estimate the matrix E.
We can estimate 2 by the sample covariance matrix This expression suggests that we can recursively update the inverse of R by using the matrix inversion lemma iteratively p times, once for each {z@)>. It follows that we can also use approximate gradient-type adaptive algorithms (e.g., the LMS algorithm of Widrow and HOE) to update the weights of the adaptive processor; fast exact least squares algorithms (see, e.g., Cioffi and Kailath [25] ) can also be used. Fig. 3(a) shows how to form the spatial data subset from one "snapshot," and a flow diagram of the procedure is shown in Fig. 3(b) . At each time instant, the "snapshot" of M data samples is divided into overlapping subgroups of K samples each; these subgroups are then fed in succession into the adaptive processor, which updates a K-dimensional weight vector each time. After all the subgroups have been processed, the same procedure is repeated with the next data "snapshot. " It is important to note that the processor can be any kind of adaptive. processor using any adaptive algorithm and any uniform linear array structure, e.g., the Howells-Applebaum or the Frost arrays, or the other arrays described in the literature (see, e.g., Monzingo and Miller [ll] ). For completeness, we also note that the spatial smoothing will remain effective even if the input signals are not coherent.
V. THE COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
To examine the performance of the suggested adaptive beamformers in coherent receiving environments, several computer simulations have been carried out with results that support the theoretical predictions.
Our first example was already briefly discussed in Section I. We have a signal 0.1 sin 0.4at arriving at 90" and two coherent interfering signals, 10 sin 0.4nt, arriving at 50" and 130". Fig. l(a) showed the beampattern of a conventional Frost array with six sensors each of which is followed tapped delay line of length 4. Our new scheme uses ten sensors with subarrays of size 6, adapted with the same Widrow-Hoff LMS algorithm. This structure produced the beampattern shown in Fig. l(b) . The input signal waveform (at arrival angle 90') is shown in Fig. 2(a) , with the output of the conventional array in Fig. 4(b) and that of our new system in Fig. 2(c) . The results would seem to speak for themselves. The next example is that of a Howells-Applebaum sidelobe cancelling array, with a desired sinusoid of amplitude 0.1 at a normalized frequency of 0.2 arriving at 90°, with four interfering sinusoids, of the same frequency but amplitude 10, arriving at angles of 25 O , 75 O , 120°, and 160".
The signal had the same phase as the interferences from 25 O and 75 O , but was not coherent with the other two interfering signals. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the beampattern for a conventional Howells-Applebaum array with six sensors; this can be compared with the pattern of Fig. 4(b) for our new system with ten sensors and subgroups of size 6. The input waveform to the two arrays is shown in Fig.  5(a) , with the corresponding outputs in Fig. 5(b) and (c) . Again, we cannot put nulls in the directions of the coherent interference and consequently the signal cancels out of the output of the conventional system; the new array can handle the coherent and noncoherent interferences quite satisfactorily.
Another example considered a problem where the desired signal of amplitude 1.0 arrived at 90°, while a coherent interference of amplitude 10 arrived from almost the same direction, at 89". Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the very satisfactory performance of our new scheme even in this difficult situation.
Our final example is rather different: we now have a wide-band signal of unit power level with central fre- VI. CONCLUSIONS Conventional adaptive beamforming arrays perform very poorly in coherent receiving environments. If the desired signal is coherent with any of the interfering signals, any conventional adaptive antenna system will totally fail to operate as a receiving unit. The newly proposed scheme is able to overcome this degradation of performance without considerably increasing the complexity of the system structure or the computational burden. The new array structure can be applied in conjunction with any adaptive algorithm (e.g., LMS or RLS) and any structure (e.g., Howells-Applebaum, Frost, power-inversion). As mentioned before, Widrow et d . [14] suggested that coherent interference could be combated by movement of the antenna array. Our scheme is an electronic version of this suggested "spatial dither" technique, and is especially appropriate for fixed antenna structures.
We have only studied the case of a linear array with . . . , K -1, we can write
where Dk is a diagonal matrix with entries ( e -jwTi, 0 I iIK-11, and diag(r) is a diagonal matrix with entries {ri, 0 5 i I K -l } . Now the Vandermonde matrix Falways has full rank as long as the T~ are distinct and because r has no zero element, so does diag(r). Therefore, P { S } = P { F } = min(p, a , and if and only if p 2 K , will p { s } = K , as claimed in the theorem.
A similar approach will establish the results claimed for coherent subgroups in the main text.
